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AI TRANSFORMATION

Stuck in an elevator pitch
A novel in the DAIR Files

The DAIR Files is a collection of short stories and novels
on the topics of Data-AI-Readiness (DAIR) and AI-transformation. We follow the adventures of our hero. The new
unorthodox CDO in one of Sweden’s “old money
Crown Jewels.”
The adventures are a “fly on the wall, behind the scenes”
view of what might or might not have happened in real life.
All characters and companies are fictitious.
First in the DAIR Files: AI-transformation – Stuck in an
elevator pitch.
Watch out for the next novel in the series on LinkedIn, by
following DAIRDUX or the authors.
Do you want to collect the pocketbook hard copies? Reach
out to Henrik.gothberg@dairdux.com

Foreword
What would YOU talk about and explain to your CEO and
Management Team (MT) members if you were stuck in an
elevator together and for once there were no time constraints on the conversation? And they wanted you to lay out
how they should tackle AI-Transformation?
The conversation below is in our opinion the type of conversation we need to have with our Management Teams.
The question is. Is even this conversation too far away from
what can be expected in terms of data/AI literacy with the
average Management Team? Our guess. Probably far away
for some, closer for others.
The profile of the average management team is not balanced for what is required for the new normal. So these topics
are still considered too technical or are not considered the
concern of the MT. The lingo. Normal words for the Data/
AI/Software domain are still considered jargon and buzz
words by many executives. When in fact. The modern MT
should be able to follow. They should care.
For real transformation, you would expect that the CIO or
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CDO have this conversation in the Management Team and
guide their peers on a continuous basis. However, in practice maybe this conversation is still right now even more geared to the traditional CIOs or the freshly installed CDO.
They or someone in the MT need to be one step ahead on
this first to guide their peers… We hope they already are on
top of this. If not, this short story is one step to get there.
So, view this short story as a hypothetical conversation.
What should be discussed if you are serious about AI-transformation. This first novel is the entry point for the Data
Innovation Summit 2021 in Stockholm. In a way a recap of
the chairman’s opening keynote from the 5 previous years.
Coaching tip: Reflect Where this line of discussion can
get traction and WHO can carry this conversation within
YOUR organization.
Henrik Göthberg
Interim CDO (Fictitious…In the story)
CEO/Founder DAIRDUX
Chairman/Co-founder Airplane Alliance
Chairman Data Innovation Summit, Stockholm 2021
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Chapter 1
The pivot to a Data-AI-Software First society

Time stands still in an elevator stuck just below the
top floor in one of the impressive new buildings in
Stockholm. An insightful, can you handle the truth, conversation on the first principles of AI-transformation unfolds between the CEO and our hero.
The unorthodox new CDO of Sweden’s old money
Crown Jewel.
CDO: – In our opinion… There is no AI-strategy or
AI-transformation. Only Business Strategy and transformation attuned to a Data/AI/Software first society.
CEO/MT: – What the hell do you mean by that?
CDO: – On a macro level we are leaving the 1007

year macro life-cycle of industrialization with a focus
on automation of muscle power. And entering the
macro-life cycle of Data/AI/Software with a focus on
automation of brainpower. Adding unprecedented
means to optimization.
This transformation is therefore in its essence about
the pivot from an organization, leadership competence, technology, ways of working, and governance fit
for the mature stage of industrialization into what fits
the next macro life-cycle in the pioneering and growth
phase of a data/AI software first society.
The tech giants, the most valuable companies in the
world, have already left the pioneering stage and are in
the growth face of this new macro life-cycle. While the
traditional organizations with a proud analog legacy
still more or less are seeking efficiencies and approaches based on the rules and dogma of the macro
life cycle we are leaving.
We are simply working on the wrong “S-curve”. It’s
the S-curve of Tech/Data/AI/Software that is the new
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normal. It’s this S-curve that has a chance to solve the
climate crisis, The Covid Crisis. To close the growing
AI-divide.
CEO/MT: – But we are not a software company.
That is not our core. Why do we need to care?
CDO: – Well that is the point is it not? We need to
figure out what OUR business strategy and transformation are all about given our core and OUR current
and future focus. To stay relevant in a society with
Tech/Data/AI-first in its DNA.
Should we go on with our business in a shrinking
community that has decided to reject data and technology? Not participate in the new society? Isolate us
from the new normal of the world? Not sure that will
work in our favor.
In the early 1900s, all organizations were not electricity companies and yet we embraced this technology to
further our means.
The new normal. Our future business will happen in
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the intersect of whatever we decide is our future core
domain and the domain of data/AI/software. – Tech.
CEO/MT: – Ok we see your point. But You have not
really told us anything that we did not already know
deep down. You just raised our stress level. But this
is all too high fly. We need solutions. Fast. Could you
break it down? What does it mean? What areas of our
organization will it affect? Just tell us what to do…
CDO: – Well at the highest order the problem we
need to solve. How to be attuned to a Data/AI/
Software first world as an organization as a whole.
We need to lesser or higher extent embrace, act, recruit
and organize ourselves as a Data/AI/Software company on all levels. But our journey will be trickier than
the one for the tech giants. We are NOT a digital native. And we cannot ignore the domain we are in. We
need to re-invent ourselves, re-imagine our leadership,
culture, way of organizing, ways of working, steering,
technology stack, I.e., the way we treat data and algorithms cannot be seen as a by-product or reporting
anymore but must be a part of the core business.
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We need to infuse whatever we are good at with Data/
AI/Software DNA at the very core of our business
operation. Ultimately that is what this transformation
is all about.
CEO/MT: – So, you are saying become Google of
our industry? They are so far ahead. How can that be
possible?
CDO: – No this is NOT what I’m saying. We cannot
copy, mimic or parrot what worked in someone else’s
context, culture, and industry. But we MUST recognize that the approaches of the old normal will not fly
for the new normal. We need to figure this out. Our
way.
CEO/MT: – But what is wrong with our old ways
really? We have been super successful. Can’t we just
add more AI into IT? Add data/AI on top of what we
are doing. That surely must be the fastest way?
CDO: – Well, we can do that. But that will not
unlock any 10X effects. Then we continue to chase
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efficiencies on our old S-Curve. It’s not really a pivot.
MT: – And why do we need to PIVOT to unlock
10X? Pivot this and that. Talk normally!
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Chapter 2
The idea of First Principles and 10X
CDO: – Sorry for the jargon. The best way I can explain this is to highlight the idea of “First principles”.
By the way, an idea that Elon Musk (Tesla, Space X,
Neurolink, Starlink) is building his empire on. With
Data/AI/Software first in mind as an example, you
can completely re-think and re-imagine any process
or any customer experience or service. It’s down to 1s
and 0s really. Most of our ways of working, processes.
Internal User Journeys or Customer Journeys have a
legacy analog process at its core. We gave IT and data
systems to our users to make their individual processes
more efficient. BUT not necessarily did we re-imagine
the process. Not necessarily because whatever data we
enter in our system already exists in some form in our
company or as external data.
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As was stated. In the new normal we are moving to
automate, optimize and augment brainpower. Automating Muscle power (physical manual labor) both in
the factory or the office was part of the last century.
So how would you build systems, processes, and
organization? If you let, go of the old analog process,
and simply made sure the data or insights are always
in front of the user or customer at the right point
in time in a relevant form. What would you care
about if your number one goal was to take away or
augment tasks better done by a machine AND re-use
data, insights not having to build every system from
scratch? Embracing the fact that most data already
exist somewhere?
First principles in relation to data/AI/software means
breaking down your business model, any customer
or user experience, or engineering problem to its very
core and then re-imagine how it NOW can be done
given tech, data, AI, software available.
So 10X stems from re-imagining, re-inventing, and
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innovation. In the little things AND on the grand
scale.
CEO/MT: –But that is insane. We cannot set up a
program or project that re-imagines every single process in our company.
CDO: – No, we cannot set up a program like that.
But that is the actual task at hand. That is what happened in the pioneering phase of the industrial era.
We re-imagined a world with automation of muscle
power. And that is what the pioneering phase of a
new era really is all about. To re-imagine. To re-invent.
To innovate. That is the real focus.
Since this is ultimately a pivot rather than a program,
we need to apply First Principles on the act of transformation itself. To succeed with 10X our approach
to transformation cannot either follow the old dogma
and S-Curve. Einstein said something like. The height
of stupidity is to apply the same action over and over
and expect a different result.
CEO/MT: What you are saying is that we now need
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to first, understand the first principles of this transformation problem to be able to address it?
CDO. – That is exactly what I’m saying. If you want
10X. You cannot start with tech. You need to start
with re-imagining, re-inventing your core business
with data/AI/first in mind.
But since we do not have this history or know-how in
our DNA. We need to even take a further step back
to figure out what it means to be attuned to a data/
AI/first society as a company. To secure our business
strategy and transformation is relevant for the new
normal.
CEO/MT: – But clearly, we do not have time for endless training. And we will have a hard time recruiting
the right talent that both understand our domain
AND Data/AI/Software, in competition with the rest
of the world.
And what it means to be attuned to a data/AI/
software-driven world is changing by the minute. It’s
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currently evolving at an unprecedented pace. So, who
really knows what the right answer is for us looking
5- 10 years ahead?
CDO: – And forget about consultants to do this for
us. They can supplement, mentor, strengthen our
journey. But this is OUR journey.
CEO/MT: – What about outsourcing? This is not
our core know-how.
CDO: – We could go this way, but chances are that
our future revenue streams are not 1:1 attached anymore to whatever physical product we sold in the past.
We might end up outsourcing what is our future core
business in the process.
To me, all talk about outsourcing sound like we are
not game to participate in the new society. But rather
stick to the war stories of the “Good old days” … hey
but that is just my personal opinion.
CEO/MT: – Hrmph…But back to the main story. To
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the first principles of AI-transformation. What does
it mean?
CDO: – As we see it. To distill some of these first
principles of AI-Transformation. It means learning
by doing. It means we simply need to get started and
figure it out along the way. It means we need to focus
on the muscle or operating engine that will take us
into the future including organizational learning,
transformation, and innovation. Rather than trying
to predict the end game and set up a project to get
there.
It means this transformation needs to be organized
more according to Just in Time and Lean Principles
than traditional project or program management.
Why. If we start with tech and re-platforming, we are
clue-less what we will use it for. And it’s not until we
get started and expose ourselves to data/AI/Software
topics that we will be attuned to it. And the more
attuned we get. More clearly, we will see where to go.
And yeah. We are NOT Google with an infinite
amount of cash. And an infinite talent pool of data/
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AI experts that want to work at our company. And
by the way to build a new culture where Data/AI/
Software is infused in our DNA. This means all our
current leaders and employees need to be exposed and
participate in shaping the new core.
CEO/MT: – So, if we break it down. Could we summarize the First principles of AI-Transformation?
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Chapter 3
AI-transformation First Principles
CDO: – Well. The first principle we established. The
transformation is intersectional. Infusing Data/AI/
Software DNA with our current DNA. That means
we need to bridge the silos between the know-how
of our core business and the know-how of Data/AI/
Software. These two facets will need to work as ONE
moving forward…
Second. The approach to data and AI innovation
needs to be perpetual/continuous. We learn by doing.
We get more data. We get more attuned, we adjust.
And because we deal with the core. We probably need
to move away from our view of project vs. line. It’s
the line people that we need to work with to re-ima20

gine the ways of working. It’s the line DNA we need
to infuse with data/AI/Software. And should we have
1000s of agile projects or one big program… No, this
transformation needs to somehow be part of business
as usual… just in time, lean.
Third. We need to harvest our learnings somehow.
What works in one part. If someone has come further… we want to disseminate this know-how to the
rest of the organization as fast as possible. So, we need
to design and orchestrate a learning organization, and
not leave this to chance.
Fourth. Our steering and governance must embrace
innovation and re-imagination, learn by doing. So, we
will have failed attempts. The investment and business
case approach we use for our current stable business
will not be appropriate to measure and govern innovation. But we have R&D so we could probably be
inspired by these approaches to innovation steering.
Fifth. I guess by know in this conversation we see this
is more about our governance, innovation invest21

ments, people, culture, and ways of working than the
tech. Our investments must be balanced to the transformation as a whole. We will need to address this first
from a Strategy perspective, Operations-perspective,
HR perspective, and Finance/Investment perspective… to unleash the Data/AI/Software perspective.
CEO/MT: – Ok that makes sense from what we
discussed. But what about the tech giants? If we now
need to infuse data, AI, and software DNA in our
core organization. What first principles can we embrace in our transformation that works for the most
valuable companies in the world?
CDO: – Good point. We could take a look at the
principles of how a data/AI/software company is
organized, to get some inspiration. If moving forward
means Data/AI/Software is part of our core DNA.
We need to take what they are doing and infuse it
with what we are doing. It’s not the same. But good
pointers to what our transformation needs to address.
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Chapter 4
Principles of Data-AI-Software First operations
In general. They (The tech Giants) are organized
around their data/AI value chain and their value creation, and this is even reflected in their P&L and organizational charts. This applies regardless of if the value
creation is for internal purposes or the customer.
Then they work Cross disciplinary teams. From
P&L/ Business Solution Ownership to Software
engineering to data engineering, AI-engineering, and
Data Scientist.
As tech companies, they do not seem to look at IT as a
support function in the same way. Or they do to some
point… But clearly, there is a different IT for infra
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and basic IT services. And then the Software/ data
engineers/data scientists working on the core service/
product. I.e tech people working for a certain data
and AI value chain. I guess that makes sense that the
domain experts, the data/AI experts, and the software
engineers take ownership and are committed end-toend together on value creation.
Then there is a lot of talk of Dev/Ops. Development
and Operations in the same team. And they have different branches of dev/ops. Data/ops, ML/Ops… And
on this note… No one seems to be doing Waterfall
project management anymore in this field either.
As far as we can see they are going for an industrialized/factory approach to Software and AI development and operations. It’s not the tech, the vendors they
use, that makes a difference. It’s how they use it and
have organized around its factory style as part of their
core business that makes a huge difference.
Since this is their core business, they have come way
further than us how they organize their data/AI/
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software work and tech stack. How to do this at scale.
As a piece of production machinery. They refer to
Infrastructure as code and have a vast code base to
automate their core production process (software/AI
development). You hear about CI/CD, Feature stores.
Code libraries. And this is just scaffolding to increase the speed of development and at the same time
standardize/Automate the factory. Re-use with speed.
Modular. Resilient.
In summary. They orchestrate their ways of working,
tech stack, and handling of data. As a first-class core
business concern. Factory style…. I guess that makes
sense. If data/AI/Software is part of your core.
Then we see different governance and view on investment. They have figured out to balance Innovation
with Efficiencies, Risk, and Cost.
It seems these companies are investing heavily in
research. A lot of papers and data sets, open-source
libraries, etc. are being published by them… AND
it seems like, even if they are not start-ups anymo25

re; Their view on innovation and value creation is
more Venture Cap type investment-oriented. “Lean
Startup” if you will.
Like they have this massive innovation portfolio
where they weed out the bad ideas and nurture their
“Unicom” ideas. For both internal Innovation and
their customers.
It seems that the most important metric is how fast
they can turn around one iteration. So, speed of innovation. Speed of going from innovation to commercial production is of the essence. This single metric
fosters a culture to industrialize their approaches
to data and AI to increase re-usability as a means to
increase innovation speed. A consequence of this
needed industrialization and to realize autonomous
Value Stream teams AND re-usability, is to drive
standardization. BUT on a much more granular level.
On code level, protocol level on design pattern level.
Creating re-usable infrastructure as code. Creating
re-usable, sharable data sets and algorithms among the
different teams.
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Lastly their view on their business operating model and tech stack. It’s more Platform and product-centric. More modular. More data-centric. They
seamlessly blend third-party software, their microservices, and algorithms. As well as their data products
or data pipelines. With a coherent and fit-for-purpose
user or customer interface on top. You never hear
them refer to their application this or that. It’s just
third-party software part of the magic blend of make
or buy.
I do not hear them talk so much about their processes
but more about how they constantly evolve their core
product and service with new features. I guess that
goes both for their internal approaches and for what
we see as customers. I.e., Process is also viewed as a
product that should evolve feature by feature.
There is probably more to learn. But I think these
things are on first principles level different inside the
Tech Giants.
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Chapter 5
From theory to practice – The very first step
CEO/MT: – Hmmm so now we have started on a list
of first principles for how to drive this transformation. But HOW do we go from theoretical understanding to action? Where do we even start? How do we
break this down into what to work on? On Executive
level, Middle Manager level, Operational level. Our
head hurts!
Do we really need to deal with all this in one coherent
approach?
CDO: – Well Yes. You cannot shy away from the
complexity, but at the same time, you do NOT do
it all at once. Remember the 10X effect. To reach a
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multiplier. The outcome is a product of its parts. Not
a summation of its parts. The crux is that if we fail to
address some of the core topics derived from the first
principles, leave them to zero…The product is zero….
The contribution towards 10X is zero.
So back to. We need more Just-in-time approaches.
Back to which blocker we should address first. It’s a
journey. The real question is what makes sense to start
with for us? You know the saying. Think Big, start
small, scale fast.
CEO/MT: – Why don’t you simply tell us. What to
do. You have done it before!
CDO: – Well ultimately this is YOUR job as CEO
and MT to figure this out with guidance from us (the
CDO office). From our company’s context and culture. If you feel you do not know how to get started.
The starting point for us as MT is probably to learn,
educate ourselves, and get OUR point of view on this.
FAST. We can fix this part easily. If you are game?
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CEO/MT: – Just tell us how to get started! Damn it.
To get the ball rolling when we do not even know the
game is so hard…
…oops… What was that?
CDO: – That was the elevator. It’s moving again.
Time to get going. Nice conversation. I guess you
must rush off. But we maybe have time for some last
words?
If we truly want to get moving properly on this Data/
AI/Software transformation. I suggest we start the
journey right here and right now. We apply the first
principles of AI-Transformation we discussed on
ourselves as a Management Team. We will need many
conversations like this one to pick apart the implications of these principles and shape the journey for us
in this team and then how to cascade this into tactical
and operational considerations involving the whole
enterprise. But how to steer this journey for a whole
enterprise?
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We picture this journey like pouring a nice latte. We
have coffee on the one side (our legacy domain success) and we have Milk (Data/AI/Software) expertise
on the other hand. We can theorize and look at PowerPoints forever. But to reach our future wanted state
of latte. We simply need to start pouring milk into the
coffee. Carefully avoiding too much spillage. We need
to find the right balance for our taste. From a changed perspective we can not micromanage and control
how exactly the coffee should mix with the coffee.
But we can control the pouring. How we balance the
investment. How we set up the engine that pours and
froths the milk.
We got this. This CAN be sorted out. If we start small
and scale fast… If WE invest the time, are open to
lifelong learning, and are serious with investing in the
transformation in a balanced way. Ultimately If we as
executives are also willing to learn and change.
Why don’t you discuss it and let me know? I’m game
and excited to get going. I’m willing to facilitate and
orchestrate the journey for our joint benefit. But you
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need to be in. You need to be committed to embrace
and learn how to apply these principles in our organization. Otherwise, I cannot help us. Let me know
what you decide.
Well. Thanks for this conversation. Gotta rush off to
my next meeting…
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Please keep on reading and use the learning
and reflection section of the book.
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Study
Keywords to google:
•

CDO, Chief Data Officer, Chief Digital Officer,
CDAIO Chief Data & AI Officer

•

Macro life cycle

•

S-curve

•

Pivot, MVP (Lean Start up by Eric Reis)

•

Paradigm shift

•

Technology Stack. Decoupled Data, Decoupled UX.

•

Data Value Chain, DIKAR

•

Intersectional Innovation

•

Perpetual/ Continuous Innovation

•

First principles (Plato, Elon Musk)

•

Artificial, Augmented, Amplified - Intelligence

•

Customer Journey, User Journey, CX, UX, User
Interface, UI

•

10X, 100X, 1000X

•

Unicorn

•

Innovation investment governance, R&D governance,
Venture Cap Governance (Lean Startup and other
perspectives)
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•

Dev/Ops, DataOps, MLOps. Industrialized
approaches to data and machine learning development
and operations.

•

Re-platforming

•

Infrastructure as code

•

CI/CD

•

Feature Stores, Feature engineering

•

Code Libraries, Open-source frameworks, GitLab,
GitHub

•

Design pattern

•

Protocol

•

Make or buy
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First Principles of AI-transformation –
Reflections and readers notes
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“The first principle we established. The transformation is intersectional. Infusing Data/AI/Software
DNA with our current DNA. That means we need
to bridge the silos between the know-how of our core
business and the know-how of Data/AI/Software.
These two facets will need to work as ONE moving
forward….”
Reflect what is the implication of this statement in
our organization?
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“Second. The approach to data and AI innovation
needs to be perpetual/continuous. We learn by doing.
We get more data. We get more attuned, we adjust.”

Reflect: What is the implication of this statement for
our current view on project vs. line?
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“Third. We need to harvest our learnings somehow.
What works in one part. If someone has come further… we want to disseminate this know-how to the
rest of the organization as fast as possible. So we need
to design and orchestrate a learning organization, and
not leave this to chance.”
Reflect: How can we pro-actively and purposefully
design a knowledge sharing and learning organization
if this is key to survival?
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Fourth. Our steering and governance must embrace
innovation and re-imagination, learn by doing. So, we
will have failed attempts. The investment and business
case approach we use for our current stable business
will not be appropriate to measure and govern innovation.
Reflect: In what way is our current investment steering and governance helping or hindering innovation
and re-imagination?
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Fifth. We see that AI-transformation is more about
our governance, innovation investments, people,
culture, and ways of working than the tech and data
itself. Our investments must be balanced to the transformation as a whole. We will need to address this
from a Strategy perspective, Operations-perspective,
HR perspective, and Finance/Investment perspective….… to unleash the Data/AI/Software perspective.
Reflect: How well are your current investments in
data and AI innovation and improvements balanced
to address all necessary facets to reach operational
adoption and commercial business value?
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